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To Be Perfectly Franken: Colour Variation in Movements 
 
A Frankenwatch ‘red flag’ for serious collectors of Omega Constellations is colour variation of the electroplated 
copper surfaces of various movement parts.  A Frankenwatch is a watch made up of different parts from 
different watches usually of the same or a similar series. The most common Frankenwatch frauds perpetrated 
on the Constellation range involve the dressing up of various Seamasters and some Geneves with the 
Constellation livery  
 
If you simply want to wear a vintage watch without concern for value and collectibility, you may have little 
reason to quibble about a movement that shows marked colour variation. As long as you haven’t paid over 
market value and the watch keeps reasonable time, you can simply enjoy the watch. You will probably 
experience little or none of the niggling dissatisfaction some collectors experience in knowing there are 
originality issues pertaining to a watch. A serious collector of the marque, however, will look for a cluster of 
indicators that offer proof of authenticity because a well-preserved original is more collectible and valuable. 
 
Colour variation of movement parts is but one indicator of a Frankenwatch, but colour variation in itself does not 
offer conclusive proof of a watch’s Franken status. In fact, in some instances colour variance may not point to 
parts replacement at all but to shoddy maintenance of the movement. 
 
Interpreting the signs 
 
#1    In examining a movement that is inconsistent in colour, the first aspect to rule out, then, is inexpert 
servicing of the movement. The picture of a calibre 561 movement below shows marked variances in colour, 
particularly between the rotor and the rotor bridge. However, all parts of this movement are original. The colour 
variation is the result of carelessness and incompetence in not removing the automatic winding assembly, 
detaching the rotor and dissembling the other parts before immersion in cleaning solution. Compounding the 
problem in the example below is the use of incorrect cleaning solution that has tarnished the copper plating.  
 

Competent watchmakers will completely 
dissemble a movement and select a 
cleaning solution that will not tarnish or 
strip the copper plating on Omega 
movements.  
 
So while the movement opposite is not 
that of a Frankenwatch, it is still an 
unattractive proposition from a collecting 
point of view. Unless the watch went for 
a song, and it should have, good money 
would have to be spent in righting the 
wrongs caused by shoddy servicing. 
 
On rarer occasions, effects similar to 
those opposite show up on watches that 
have been immersed in sea water or 
other corrosive liquids. If action is not 
taken immediately to dissemble and 
clean the watch, the mineral properties of 

the liquids or the water itself will corrode the copper plated parts and begin rapidly a rusting process on non 
plated parts.  The seawater explanation is ruled out in this instance because there is no corrosion on crown and 
ratchet wheels, and the regulator, keyless works and case clamps are rust-free. 
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Once having ruled out colour variations caused by inept or amateur servicing or the incursion of corrosive 
liquids, the next step is to examine a cluster of indicators that will either confirm or disprove the watch’s 
authenticity.  
 
 #2   Colour variance may indicate no more than replacement of worn parts. In Constellation movements that 
have been serviced inexpertly or irregularly, you will often encounter replaced rotor assemblies. Worn rotor 
bearings and gummed up reversers are two of the more common causes of failure of automatic winding 
systems and sometimes watchmakers will simply replace the whole assembly, keeping the old assembly to raid 
for parts at a later time.   

 
The rotor bridge is one of the 
signature parts in all calibre 
551, 561, 564 and 751 Omega 
Constellations. Containing the 
stamped ‘Adjusted to five (5) 
positions and temperatures’ 
and 24 jewel inscriptions that 
denotes the movement’s 
chronometre status.  In earlier 
calibres, such and 352, 354, 
501, 504 and 505, the rotor 
itself is the part that denotes 
chronometre status and the 
rotor bridge contains the 
stamped calibre number (as 
shown opposite in the picture 
of a calibre 504 movement.) 
 
Sometimes the drive train 
bridge may need to be 
replaced - owing to trauma or 
to excessive wear caused by 
neglect of the movement - but 
it is rare with the mid-500 
series calibres for both rotor 

assembly and drive train bridge to have been replaced on an authentic watch where movement, dial and case 
came into the world together. 
 
Mid-500 series watches with colour variations in both the drive train and rotor bridges should be viewed with the 
utmost suspicion because replacement of the drive train bridge is one of the most common tricks used by 
Doktor Frankenwatches to dress up a non-Constellation movement in Constellation ‘colours’. 
 
A drive train bridge of a different hue to the rest of the movement, together with its new serial number, alters the 
essential history of the watch and, therefore, is not as collectible as an original. The serial number of a 
movement is as distinctive as a person’s fingerprint. Without the original serial number there is no way you can 
ascertain from Omega where the watch was originally shipped and nor will you be able to obtain a birth 
certificate (an extract from the Omega archives) should you want one. In serious collecting it’s worth avoiding 
altogether Constellations that have had drive train replacement bridges. As these watches get on in years, 
original documented movements will command more collector attention and will attract a significant premium. 
  
Another point to consider is that a movement which has had both drive train and rotor bridges replaced is a 
movement that has suffered quite a measure of neglect during its life. Putting aside trauma as the cause of 
parts replacement, it’s reasonable to assume that other parts in the watch have been similarly worn, enough of 

Beautifully preserved and evenly hues calibre 504 movement. Note that the signature constellation 
inscription is on the rotor in the earlier models and the calibre number is stamped on the rotor bridge 
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a reason to pass on the watch and find a watch powered by a movement that has not suffered so many 
indignities.  
 
#3    Often, the only way in which to tell if a Constellation retains its original drive train bridge is to seek an 
extract from the Omega archives. As mentioned earlier, Omega records, while in no way complete, will show up 
a replacement part.  That having been said, serial numbers can be a useful way in which to determine 
authenticity.  

 
While not always the case, serial numbers 
for parts often have much higher numbers 
than the originals. For example, if you 
encountered, say, a calibre 561 that had a 
serial number in the 27 million sequence as I 
did when checking out a watch for a potential 
buyer, a quick check on the Omega 
database will show that a 27 million serial 
number housed in a 168.005 case should be 
a calibre 564: calibre 561s having been 
phased out by the end of 1966. 
 
In researching a watch as a prospective 
purchase, it pays to use the Omega 
database as a standard part of your 
evaluation. To register, go to: 
 
http://www.omegawatches.com/cu_vintage 
 
The main Franken checks to undertake when 
using the database are: 
 

• Check the calibre number against case back number. While not all case back (reference) numbers are 
listed on the Omega database, most of the common case styles are. 

• Check reference or case back number separately if you cannot find a listing under calibre numbers 
only. It may be that a particular calibre did not power the model in question or it may show up that the 
watch case and/or case back belongs to a different model. 

• Check serial numbers against the known life span of the movement in particular watch case styles. 
Quite often the database will show when one calibre was superseded by another and the dates the 
calibre was part of the collection (e.g. Omega International Collection 1960 – 1964) 

• You can download a list of all Omega calibres and an excellent serial number list compiled by Ryan 
Rooney on this site:  http://users.tpg.com.au/mondodec/calibres.pdf 

• Check the description of the watch features such as dial, hands, case size and other identifying 
features. 

 
The most obvious Frankens are those with incorrect calibres housed in incorrect cases that feature ring-in 
Constellation dials. Often refinished dials belonging to other Omega models are used, and, again, these can be 
quite easy to detect particularly if you have a store of reference pictures of various models and dials.  
 
Colour variations can be useful as a first check. I make it a habit of not purchasing any watch that has parts of 
different hues, my logic being that there are plenty of well cared-for Constellations around that still have all of 
their major components intact, so why bother with a movement that has question marks over it. 
 
Because Omega didn’t allocate case serial numbers against movement serial numbers, it is the more 
sophisticated forms of deception that are harder to uncover. In those cases where both rotor and train bridges 

Evenly coloured late calibre 561 movement. Note the signature inscriptions on the 
rotor bridge and the calibre and serial number on the drive train bridge 
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have been replaced (in mid-500 series) 
or the full rotor assembly has been 
substituted (in earlier calibres) it really 
gets down to the serial number and 
indeed your inclination to seek an extract 
from archives.  
 
Other small clues to follow if you have 
any misgivings about the watch can  
include burred screw heads, the use of 
unpolished screw heads in visible parts 
of the movement, the use of wrong 
screws that have dented the dial, and 
any signs that the ‘adjusted’ script has 
been engraved (I saw an example that 
came from Vietnam recently). 
 
One of the more audacious Frankens I 
recently encountered was a calibre 751 
modified to look like a 564.  Why 
someone would bother is beyond me. 
 
Colour variation can indeed be a flag for 
a Frankenwatch, but it needs to be 
evaluated against a cluster of indicators 

that also include evaluations of the dial, case, case back, hands and crown. 
 
 

Calibre 354 Movement. Note signature inscriptions on rotor and serial number on rotor 
bridge. Calibre number is inscribed separately on its own bridge next to the balance 

cock. 

The perfect Franken. Notice extreme colour variations and absence of the signature ‘Adjusted’ script on the rotor. The British made Dennison case 
originally housed a Seamaster. A Constellation dial and a drive train bridge featuring a calibre 564 inscription has been added to dress up this Gold watch 

and make it more ‘marketable – an abomination! 


